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Extract 

Everyone needs a Secret Garden in their life, a place to quietly 

contemplate and dream. I've loved making this garden; it has 

been a great gift to my life. It allowed me to find myself again 

and it is my gift to share with everybody. I've never owned it, 

but I do feel as if I am its mother. I am very protective of it.  

Right in the heart of the garden is an old thick clump of green and white variegated bamboo, which 

took on a special meaning when I discovered it growing amongst the rubble. This immediately evoked 

strong memories of my own childhood secret garden in my mother's backyard in Lindfield. The 

bamboo clump I used to hide inside beside the creek, and where I read the book The Secret Garden, 

was a place where I could have my own thoughts and daydreams. 

It's extraordinary how many people have told me they too had a childhood secret garden, a place no 

grown-ups knew about, somewhere they could go to escape the adult world when they felt 

misunderstood or lonely. A place to dream, make plans, be alone and feel safe in a secret cubby.  

It has been a long journey for me making this garden. After Brett's death in 1992, followed by the loss 

of our darling daughter Arkie, who loved and contributed to the idea, I slowly turned an ugly 

wasteland into this beautiful sanctuary. 

Loss is something all people end up dealing with one way or another. Sometimes loss can seem too 

much to bear, but we must allow ourselves time to get through the stages of grieving. The amazing 

thing about life is that deep sadness can, in its own time, eventually lead you on a path to renewal and 

discovery. 

Over the years, the Secret Garden has grown larger and larger as we pushed further into the rubble, 

transforming it into a glorious place for all to share. This garden is a place that brings everybody great 

joy, fleeting moments of ecstasy and a renewed love of life. 

Yet as beautiful and widely loved as the now not-so-Secret Garden has grown, it remains extremely 

vulnerable. I would dearly love for it to be made secure, so it can remain everyone's Secret Garden 

forever. 

This book has been another journey. I have deepened my friendship with the author Janet Hawley and 

entrusted her with the garden's story. She has been, over the years, a stalwart supporter of it and me, 

for which I am extremely grateful. 

I have made new friends; the wonderful photographer Jason Busch, and, at Penguin, Julie Gibbs, 

Daniel New and Nicole Abadee. Old friend Joanna Collard has come to the rescue and been an 

invaluable help.  

 



The people who have worked with me over the years to create the garden, in particular Corrado and 

Ruben, without whom it could not have existed, have my eternal gratitude.  

To all my friends for their patience and support: I love you. 

Wendy 

 


